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ViconNet Version 6.6SP2 (Build 71) 
 

General Description 
This release of ViconNet introduces many new features, the most significant being support for Vicon 
Mobile – a free viewing app for Apple and Android smart phones and tablets. An updated web server, 
previously designed to support the ViconNet browser interface, now also supports mobile users accessing 
the system.  

Other new features and improvements work to make the interface more accommodating and  
user-friendly, including better tools for IP camera discovery, the ability for non-administrators to edit 
camera groups and a much longer NVR temporary license period with an on-screen countdown of days 
remaining. 

In addition, this update fixes a range of previously identified issues and improves overall system 
performance and stability. ViconNet 6.6SP2 (build 71) includes “Driver 936.” Corresponding Release 
Notes for the driver will be issued separately and posted on the website within the download section for 
ViconNet Drivers. http://www.vicon-security.com/support-technical-support-viconnet-software-
downloads.htm  

This version is backwards compatible with ViconNet 4.x, 5.x and 6.x. 

Important notes:  

1. The installation/upgrade process may take a while (typically 5-8 minutes). 

2. This version includes all hot fixes that were formerly released for version 6.x.  

3. There is no separate installation of drivers included in this package. All 6.x-based systems should 
perform a full update as required, including updates to associated drivers. 

Vicon Production 
The new version of ViconNet is now in production and will be installed on any system going forward. The 
software for existing users will be made publicly available online.  

Field Installation 
The installation of ViconNet 6.6SP2 on existing ViconNet 6.x systems does not require any re-licensing of 
the software. 
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Customers wishing to make use of Vicon Mobile must install this update. In addition, SP2 offers several 
new features and resolves certain performance issues, as detailed on pages 2-5 of this Sales Alert. If you 
are currently satisfied with the performance of your system and the new features and solved issued do 
not pertain to you, then there is no need to update your system at this time. 

Users who wish to update their existing systems (Kollectors, NVRs, and Workstations) may download the 
new installation from the Vicon website (Support - Technical Support - Software Downloads) or order a 
CD/DVD through the sales channel. 

This upgrade will maintain all system configuration and settings when applied to units running version 
5.6d or later. If attempting to upgrade a unit running a version of ViconNet earlier than 5.6d, please 
contact tech support.  

As before, a system that has version 6.x installed on any device should upgrade the system’s Nucleus to 
version 6.6SP2 even if some devices are still running an older version (Nucleus should always run the 
latest version). 

New ViconNet Features 

Support mobile devices (Apple, Android) through the web server 

This version supports the use of mobile phones and tablets running Apple or Android OS. This is done 
through the same web server that supports web viewers. Using mobile applications requires performance 
resources higher than those required in the past for web-based viewing, and these new systems need to 
be designed accordingly. 

Please refer to the web server release notes for details on functionality, limitations and design 
parameters. 

Updated web server setting in Nucleus 

The Nucleus web server setup screen was updated to allow running the system as a web server or as a 
load balance server (see Web Server 6.6SP2 Release Notes). A configuration window was also added to 
allow additional setting (see Web Server manual). 

IP Camera discovery update 

The discovery mechanism for IP cameras has been updated to discover and list a larger number of 
cameras. 

Editing camera groups for non-admin users 

Users that do not have admin authorization can now edit the camera groups. 

Adding I-Onyx camera process update 

Vicon IP cameras (identified as I-Onyx by ViconNet) can now be added with a user and password 
different from the original ones. The system will use the user and password entered in the “add camera” 
screen to verify the camera is indeed an I-Onyx model. 
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Nucleus restart when “reset Nucleus” is used 

When the reset Nucleus button in the Nucleus setup is pushed, the user will get a message and the 
Nucleus will restart. This was added to ensure all lists are cleared and updated. 

NVR temporary license is now 120 days 

In this version, the temporary license for NVRs that used to be for 30 days is now for 120 days. A counter 
for “remaining number of days” was added in the registration screen. Once the license expires, the 
application will restart as a viewer. The Workstation temporary license is still for only 30 days. 

Alarm bookmarking 

The default state of alarm handling is changed to not save a bookmark; this reduces the load on the local 
device. This setting was not being utilized by the users (option to turn this on is in alarm setting). 

Update JUMP license behavior 

When installing a JUMP NVR, it will look at all MAC addresses on the PC instead of only the first one (that 
is, the one provided in the licensing process). 

Improved Windows Functionality 

Enhanced support running on 64 bit-based Windows OS 

When running on a 64 bit-based Windows OS (see datasheet for approved versions), the application will 
take advantage of the additional RAM option. 

Remove ICMP use for camera status 

Following reports from customers within the government sector that ICMP (ping) protocol was being 
blocked by their system firewalls, the routine has been changed to TCP connect. 

Built-in delay on startup 

When the application is run on Windows startup, it now has a built in delay of 30 seconds to allow all 
Windows components to start and drives to connect. A message is shown to the user on Windows 7 only. 
For systems that require a longer delay (external RAID), this parameter can be edited. 

Easier Installation 
 All installation files for this version are now provided in a single compressed file instead of a 

folder with multiple files. 

 All installation information is collected at the beginning of the process (SQL, Web Server, etc.) 
and the user can choose to have the system reboot automaticity at the end of the process 
instead of waiting for a message to approve (allows moving to the next system). 
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 Installation of video clips has been removed from the install package to allow a smaller and 
easier to download solution (300 MB instead of 900 MB). Help files can be downloaded as a 
separate install from the web site. 

Solved Issues 

Black frames displayed within Kollector video 

In an environment with multiple access routines to Kollector cameras, black frames will no longer be seen 
instead of live video. The rare occasions that would lead to the Kollector crashing should also now be 
eliminated. 

Recording gaps in systems that used Kollector DVRs as encoders 

In systems that use Kollector DVRs as encoders with no local recording, the system should no longer 
experience a bottleneck of video packets during transmission to the NVR, resulting in recording gaps. The 
NVR should record encoded video from the Kollectors without incident. 

Archive player did not work for non-admin user 

Video that is exported by all valid users (not just admin users) will now play on the archive player. Note, 
this fix is going forward; any archive that was done prior will only play for the admin. Older archives will 
need to be recreated. 

Video recorded on remote machine could not be made into a clip 

Video recorded by a macro to a remote database will now be exportable into a clip format (AVI, XVid, 
MPEG-4). 

Report printing failed to print all pages 

All pages of a report will now print. 

Error experienced when connecting to a V960 series camera with date set to 
2007 

When V960 series cameras disconnects from ViconNet, due to a power loss or other reason, the internal 
clock can now reset to the year 2007. 

Memory leak lead to system slow down and freeze 

Several issues regarding memory leak in the background have been corrected to prevent system reaching 
critical memory, slowing down and crashing. 

Problems occurred when using PLC to control PTZ cameras 

Calling up and controlling PTZ cameras from a PLC no longer causes a memory leak. 

Recording IP cameras on a slow network caused crashes 

Slow network traffic will not affect the ability of ViconNet to record IP cameras. 
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Users at sites with IP cameras from multiple manufacturers experienced 
viewing difficulties 

ViconNet systems can now correctly accommodate IP cameras from various vendors within the same site. 

Remote editing of the global camera group caused crashes 

The global camera group may be edited from a remote station within affecting the stability of the 
Nucleus. 

Upon activating the web server on the Nucleus, users were not prompted to 
restart ViconNet 

After activating the web server on the Nucleus, the user is now notified to restart the application and the 
web server will run properly. 

A camera license was requested when connecting V920D series cameras 

ViconNet searches for and recognizes the V920D series cameras as Vicon IP cameras (I-Onyx) so that no 
camera license is required to use them. 

Go to preset failed on PLC call 

An automatic pause has been added for situations in which a camera is started by a PLC command and 
then sent immediately to a preset, so that the camera has time to start before being directed to the 
preset. 

Export from V960 series camera failed when in JPEG or M-JPEG format 

V960 series cameras can now successfully export JPEG pictures or M-JPEG video clips. 

Exported recordings from V960 series cameras experienced audio playback 
issues 

Exported clips from V960 series cameras containing both video and audio will now play correctly. 

Wrong error message was shown for duplicate port setting 

When adding a control to a ViconNet workstation and a port is selected that is already in use, ViconNet 
will now display a “port error” message. 

H.264 encoder (4- or 16-channel) and HD PTZ were not reconnecting to 
ViconNet upon socket disconnection error 

ViconNet will now reconnect to disconnected streams from H.264 encoders and HD PTZ cameras without 
the need to first restart macros.  
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Known Issues 
ViconNet 6.6SP2 fixes the issues listed on the previous pages. We are still working to resolve the 
following known issues present in this release: 

Startup shortcut duplication 

When upgrading a ViconNet system that had Vicon’s “Delay-Run” setup (when an iSCSI RAID is used), 
the shortcut is sometimes not deleted from startup, which results in an error message “cannot run more 
than one” after ViconNet starts. This message does not affect ViconNet and can be acknowledged. The 
solution is to delete the delay run shortcut from startup.  

Error on first run after fresh install on Kollector 

If this version is installed on a new Kollector Strike or Force (with no ViconNet ever installed) or when this 
version is run the first time after settings have been deleted on such a Kollector, an error message shows 
up. After reboot, the system is fully functional. This issue is not occurring on regular upgrades. 

Poor quality AVI clip playback on latest VLC 

An AVI clip that is created from ViconNet does not display well on VLC media player version 2.0.X (it will 
play well on Microsoft media player). 

Arecont cameras do not work in Multicast 

Using Arecont cameras in Multicast mode does not work at this time. 

Inactive microphone icon on map 

An activated microphone does not bold the icon on the map. 

Full HD and up video stream latency 

Depending on display card and monitor, full HD video (and higher) might show latency. This is typically 
seen when bandwidth exceeds 8 Mbps. Consult Vicon on the setting of camera to CBR to prevent such 
issues and the minimum requirements for hardware. 

Export authorization to different product causes an error 

Attempting to export user authorization from a V910 PoE camera to an H.264 encoder or HD PTZ will 
cause a crash. Export authorization to only similar devices to avoid this at this time. 

Problems displaying Hebrew characters 

Cameras named using Hebrew characters will not show correctly on site list. 

When a camera is set through its web page using Hebrew characters, on the ViconNet lists the fonts will 
show meaningless symbols. 
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Web viewer cannot provide simultaneous video and audio playback 

Playing back audio and video simultaneously on the web viewer fails but each can be played back 
separately. 

Picture setting changes to default 

If the primary user of a camera from a Kollector or encoder stops using the stream, the picture settings 
for that stream will switch to the saved default. If any user made changes to these settings, they will be 
affected and go back to default. 

Sync issues with V960 audio and video playback 

When playing back a recording from a V960 camera with both video and audio in sync, the audio 
sometimes distorts; this does not harm the recording itself. 

High motion video exports poorly to MPEG-4 

If an H.264 high motion video is exported to an MPEG-4 clip, pixilation appears in the clip. Use Xvid. 

V960 JPEG export issues 

There are issues in both exporting an image or a clip of a recording that was done in JPEG format from a 
V960 camera. 

Wrong message for non-authorized IP camera 

When certain IP cameras are not authorized for a certain user, the message when attempting to view 
them is “site not available” instead of “not authorized.” 

Museum search looks like it doesn’t stop 

When performing Museum Search for an episode, there is no message when the search ends. Instead, 
the search process appears frozen. Pressing the “stop search” button clears the issue. 

Multiple disconnects of Arecont/Sony cameras will cause NVR to crash 

If an Arecont or Sony camera being recorded by NVR is repeatedly disconnecting and reconnecting to the 
network, the NVR might crash. 

Playback control UI error 

If a camera is played back and the user presses the x50 Fast Forward and then pauses again, the 
playback won’t pause and the labels for the playback buttons’ functionalities becomes misaligned so that 
they inaccurately describe the function they activate.  

Availability  
The ViconNet 6.6SP2 (build 71) software has been released to production. 


